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I. INTRODUCTION
Program CALIB was written to compute noise levels
and average signal levels of the aperture radiance for
the helicopter version of the S-191 filter wheel spec-
trometer. The tests to be performed on this instru-
ment will include the scanning of various calibrated
blackbodies at different temperatures with both of the
spectrometers two filter wheels. Data gathered from
these tests will be analyzed by this program. Because
the final format specifications for the S191 data
tapes were not available at the time of the writing-of
this program (November and December of 1972),a simulated
format was used to check it out. This format may be
modified when final specifications for the output tapes
are made.
I. PROGRAM FUNCTIONS
Program CALIB performs the following operations:
1. Reads information pertaining to the required
calculations off computer cards.
2. Reads calibration data off S191 data tapes.
3. Computes average signal levels and noise
levels (average deviation) at prescribed
times on a per-channel, per-target basis.





Where the symbols are:
th th
Sif - Signal from the jth data record of the i
channel
N - Number of data records from the ith record
being used to average
th
S. - Average signal to the i channel
th
D. - Average deviation of the i channel
III. INPUT DESCRIPTION
Input into program CALIB is specified in three
ways:
1. Information hard coded into the program
2. Information read off computer cards
3. Information read off tapes (simulated in
the present version of this program).
HARD CODED DATA (1)
VARIABLE NAME FORMAT DESCRIPTION
NCASE INTEGER Number of different targets for which
calibration calculations are to be
performed
NLEV INTEGER Location of the flag which specifies which
of the two filter wheels in the spectro-
meter are being used
NWORD INTEGER Number of words per record on input data
tape
NITER INTEGER Number of successive data records over
which averages are made to compute
signal and noise levels
COMPUTER CARD DATA (2)
Program CALIB reads only one type of data card. The number of data
cards of this type read is determined by the variable NCASE which is
hard coded into the program. (See previous section)
VARIABLE
NAME FORMAT DESCRIPTION COLUMNS
START FLOATING Starting time for compu- 1-10
POINT tations to begin
TINT " Temperature of spectro- 11-20
meter internal black
body reference
TEMP " Temperature of target 21-30
TITLE ALPHA Description or general 31-70
NUMERIC comments about target
TAPE INFORMATION (3)
VARIABLE NAME FORML\T DESCRIPTION
STUFF FLOATING Aperture radiances of S191 for a
POINT specific target in question
TIME Time at which computations are to
begin
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